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One of the thousands of typical journal articles highlighting the
impact of Philip Savage on the European psyche.

Philip Savage: "Only Super-Healer or
True Miracle-Worker?"
by Bernard Dubant
SCIENCE AND MAGIC, 16:1991
(The views and opinions of Bernard Dubant on
Philip Savage and his spiritual organization reflect
only the personal interpretation of the author.
Bernard Dubant is an expert on American Indian
civilization and his book "Crazy Horse, Shaman
and Warrior" has been a best seller in Europe. It is
doubtful that Philip Savage would share some of
Bernard Dubant's shamanistic analyses of himself.
Furthermore, although his immoderate enthusiasm is
understandable, Dubant's excessive extolling of
Philip Savage's cosmic mission would most likely
make him extremely uncomfortable.)
There is no doubt that Philip Savage is one of the most
extraordinary, one of the most puzzling, one of the most
fascinating and one of the most attractive persons of our
times. He is the Medicine Man, the environmentalist, the
apostle of the supernatural, the most well-known star of
(European) television, as well as the miracle-maker
himself. Some of us see him as the paragon of a "doer."...
Most of us consider him a genius. Be that as it may, with
his unquestionable charisma, one can only love or hate such
an exceptional individual — a speaker, a maker, and a
Healer — A Healer who heals... for real!
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He is the descendant of an immemorial lineage of
Healers and Celtic Holy Men. Indian blood also runs in his
veins since some of his ancestors allied their blood with the
Algonquins in Canada before they came back to their
country. One of his unfortunate ancestresses has been
burned alive at the stake. His mother and grandmother still
Heal the people in the very core of their Celtic Country. As
a matter of fact, it is his very great-grandmother who ordained him in the extremely demanding ethics of his sacred
mission and who made him the heir of her secret Art.
But, Philip Savage does much more than heal. Instead of
using the corrupt concept that reminds us of some
mesmerizer or would-be healer, it would be much more
accurate to see him as a "Shaman." In any case, let us try
to shed some light on such a bewildering person and his
unique philosophy.
In his perspective, modern men represent the corrupt
offspring of Prometheus, the one who sneaked away for
them the divine knowledge. Then they turned into mutants
and egocentric monsters by betraying their original mission
toward Nature and became, instead, Nature's tormentors
and destroyers. Such modern human mutants are the very
men of The Fall, those who have been shamefully
dismissed from their primordial celestial condition. With
such a perspective, Philip Savage holds the last native
people as the only true human beings from before the Fall.
As the Eagle has remained an Eagle and as the Wolf has
remained a Wolf, they have preserved their pristineness and
their fundamental essence. For him, natural Men still are
the very human beings of the beginning, the surviving
archetypes of the primal Divine Creation.
However, although he is at root both an "Animal
Healer" and a "polytechnic Holy man," Philip Savage has
never challenged the ultimate validity of Science, of the
true Science. He only blames that putative science which
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desecrates, tyrannizes, and destroys. While he has, indeed,
become a Paleontologist (hence his nickname of "fossil"), it
was to demonstrate scientifically the evidence of modern
man's extreme degeneration. Far from being in progression,
human beings are in total decay. They mutilate themselves
and let their original senses and innate powers disappear
into almost complete annihilation, while they resort more
and more to various prostheses for their own survival.
On account of his inner nature and his own specific
powers — absolutely different from those of our current
humanity — Philip Savage must be viewed as the guardian
of the Sacred Flame of the Primordial Man against his
latter-day overcivilized avatar. His Wisdom has nothing at
all in common with the scattered and shallow would-be
knowledge of today: It forms a comprehensive and innate
sageness that relates to a sacred ancestral Legacy. Such a
Lore has actually been directly channeled unto him by
innumerable generations of peers.

THE HEALER
Philip Savage considers that our individual diseases only
originate out of a disruption of Divine Natural Order.
Therefore, his mission of Healer-Demiurge implies not
only to cure our body but also to reintegrate sick people
into their primordial interconnectiveness. In this sense,
more than a healer, Philip Savage must be envisioned as the
Intercessor and the Thanaturgist. The one who works true
miracles. The Sacred Advocate who intercedes on behalf of
all Men who have proven to be true to Nature and free from
overcivilized decadence! Unfortunately, we, modern men,
are but the slaves of our artificial wants and unquenchable
thirsts. We are the prisoners of our own stress and our own
sense of loss. We are far from showing all those primordial
virtues of genuine, wild and tribal Humanity, the very Men
whom Philip Savage sees as his own People!
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On the contrar y, wh en the y gloatingl y r uin the
environment, modern men are like those insane psychotics
who wallow in self-mutilation! They are the sick modern
avatars of our Promethean and technocratic civilization
whose totalitarian and aggressive scientific armies are
invading the whole world like a nightmarish hydra and a
pestilential invasion. They already corrupt our Earth. Soon
they will even export their sickness to outerspace. Modern
man has definitely lost his senses. He has forgotten his
primordial nature and his divine duties as well!
From a purely ecological perspective, Philip Savage
would not disapprove of those, like Cioran the philosopher,
who sadly envisioned the termination of such a threat when
he said: "Man is going to disappear, this was hitherto my
firm conviction. Now, I have changed my opinion: He must
disappear."
Philip Savage should also support Tahca Uste, the
famous Indian Medicine Man, who declared: "All living
beings come to existence with significance. Even an Ant
knows what its destiny means. It may not know it with its
brain, but it knows it in one way or another. Only human
beings do not know any longer why they exist. They have
forgotten the secret wisdom of their inner body, of their
own senses and of their own dreams. They are incapable of
utilizing the very sageness which has been innately provided by the Great Spirit. They are not even aware thereof.
Therefore, with their blindness they stumble along the dead
alley of nowhere that will bring them forth to the abyss."
... From the very beginning of his downfall, to attempt to
counter his own existential deficiencies, man only knows
how to invent new clutches and prostheses. Now that he has
become a sick and irresponsible predator, he mutilates and
destroys everything, everywhere. He calls his own
depredations "progress" or "humanization" when they are
only systems of annihilation. Accordingly, in answer to this
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humanist who once proclaimed that "Nothing of what is
human is alien to me," Philip Savage would probably reply
that: "Nothing of what is alive is alien to me! Thus, since
he has become the fiendish enemy of all living beings,
modern Man has now become totally alien to me."
... Instead of being one of those decadent and corrupted
man, he has been anointed by the Divine Power to intercede. Philip Savage epitomizes the primordial Man with his
clannish ancestral memory and gnosis of event-maker.
THE INTERCESSOR
Philip Savage must know he has been ordained by God
as a Missionary. It is no secret that he is like a true
Crusader in war, indeed in Holy War, against anything that
would represent a threat against the Divine Natural Order.
Like a Knight clad in his spiritual coat-of-mail, he totally
transcends his role of Healer to become the Sacred Warrior
and Soldier Intercessor.... Like an Interface between cosmic
divine forces and the Earth, rather than simply heal Men or
animals from their cancer, his ultimate mission is to Heal
Nature in its sacredness from the cancer of our corrupt
civilization!
It was for the sake of accomplishing such a Mission that
Philip Savage has sacrificed himself by accepting to
become the "star" of all kinds of press media, in spite of his
extreme repulsion for any type of compromise with human
predation and pollution. However, since such a Crusade
must get the participation of everyone in order to succeed,
he, thus, sought the synergistic fusion of whoever could
help him help counter the appalling destruction of Life.
Philip Savage is not only the healer of our body, he must
also be the Healer of our own spirituality! What is at work
through him is the Original Energy, the Breath of Creation.
Who knows whether he is the thanaturgist processing with
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such Energy or whether the Cosmic Energy, itself, uses
him as a conduit for its own purposes?
When he celebrates his healing ceremony, is Philip
Savage still a human being?
What we know is that he does not transcend the Laws of
Nature. On the contrary, he accomplishes them. By doing
so he reestablishes the healee in his own physical and
physiological harmony. He brings him back to his lost
primordial balance. For Philip Savage, diseases only relate
to our Entropy: Our organic disorder and decay in
constant degeneration. As Master of those primordial
powers of the ancient pristine Men faithful to Divine
Natural Order, the Thanaturgist reverses the entropic spiral.
He reconstitutes the former harmony of the healee. He
makes him whole once again. Philip Savage has been
credited with more than one hundred thousand animal
healings and more than thirty thousand human healings.
Furthermore, these bewildering cures have been successful
in the domain of the most "incurable" and dreadful
diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis, Cancer and Aids!
But he does not really heal with Powers of his own. His
freewill is not even involved. Something through him
cleanses the sufferings and washes the sins. When he
processes he is no longer in control. All the healings of
animals and b ab ies ru le o ut any kind o f p laceb o
explanation. There is no psychosuggestive influence.
Through him God Himself Heals whomever he deems
worth being spared!

TESTIMONIES
After his legs had started violently to hurt, a 21-year-old
shepherd soon became paralyzed, and then fell rapidly into
a deep coma. The doctors diagnosed Encephalitis and in
spite of their medical cares, the young patient remained
over a week in the same comatose condition. After the
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parents applied for his help, while the patient was entering
his 15th day of coma, and without even meeting him, Philip
Savage Interceded in behalf of the patient. Three days
later, the young shepherd came out of his coma and
returned to a normal life.
Mrs. L., a poor farmer in Philip Savage's neighboring
territory, was very alarmed by the sudden collapse of her
best cow, who could no longer eat or move. After the
veterinarian examined the animal, he had no choice but to
declare the animal incurable and prepare, immediately, to
put the cow out of its misery. The unfortunate farmer was
completely upset. She needed and loved her cow so much
that she decided to call another veterinarian, who only
confirmed the fatal diagnosis. He also advised her to put
the animal to sleep. Then suddenly she remembered
hearing people talk of Philip Savage in the most
enthusiastic way. She decided to call him. He told her to
come right away. She brought with her some of the hairs of
the cow. After Philip Savage gave her the assurance that
everything would return to normal the next day, she went
back home. The day after, the cow was out of trouble and
completely healthy, as if nothing had ever happened.
Afterwards, Philip Savage cured many other animals of
Mrs. L. He even intervened to rescue another cow who
couldn't calve. The veterinarian wanted to do a C-section,
but Mrs. L. was too poor for such a costly operation. "I
decided then to call Philip Savage," says Mrs. L, "and
even without getting hairs from the cow, he established
what he called a 'connection' with the animal.... And my
cow gave birth without any problem." Small wonder then,
in the wake of such amazing rescues, Philip Savage became
the healer of the whole family. After he cured Mrs. L from
excruciating sciatic pains, he undertook to solve the
"incurable" sickness of her own son, who had been born
mentally retarded with multiple and extreme disabilities
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in his psycho-motricity. He was also prone to terrible fits
of violence and was deemed a lost cause by all the doctors.
So much so that Mrs. L had been advised to put him, forever, into psychiatric confinement. After Philip Savage
started to treat the young boy, notwithstanding their
extreme bewilderment, the doctors could do nothing but
confirm his complete and miraculous recovery. Later on,
Philip Savage healed the 86-year-old farmer's mother who
wasn't even able to move. Not only is she now walking, but
she also underwent a mind-boggling process of total
rejuvenation. So many miracles in the field of human and
animal health!
Mr. and Mrs. B. also have many good reasons to praise
the Intercession of Philip Savage. They were the happy
owners of "Alpha," a wonderful 5-year-old German shepherd. This dog was the very famous rescue dog who saved
many human lives and was the star of the local media.
Unfortunately in March 1990, after he had lost all his hair,
the dog was moving very fast toward a fatal conclusion. All
the treatments from the veterinarian were unable to slow
down the collapse. He was then turning blind and had
already lost more than 22 pounds. Besides the diagnosis of
irreversible blindness, further examinations revealed an
invading growth which was disrupting all normal
functioning of the thyroid gland. Alpha was sentenced to
death without any hope.... Everyone was totally desperate
to save the animal hero! Then the dog's owners happened
to see Philip Savage on TV and decided to try to find him.
They sent him a photograph of Alpha and immediately after
he had become acquainted with the issue, Philip Savage
started to heal the animal from a distance... The dog was,
then, miraculously cured!
However, Philip Savage's most phenomenal achievement is the treatment of a baby diagnosed with Cystic
Fibrosis while still in the womb of his mother.... While she
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was in the sixth month of pregnancy and after undergoing a
routine checkup, Mrs. Valerie A. learned that her child
seemed to be affected by some problems in the intestinal
area. Investigating further, the doctors discovered that the
mother herself was carrying the appalling 508 genetic
mutation, the very gene that causes Cystic Fibrosis. When
the doctors tested the baby, they discovered that he too was
afflicted by the same genetic anomaly. Since the mother
knew Philip Savage's reputation, she decided to consult
him. As soon as he had been made aware of the case, Philip
Savage treated immediately the mother and the baby still in
the fetal stage. When the child was born, to the utter
bewilderment of the surgeon, what remained was merely an
intestinal occlusion which was also healed without
difficulty. Then the doctors immediately conducted a new
genetic investigation, only to discover that: Not only had
the hereditary anomaly vanished from the baby's genetic
code, but it was also corrected within the mother herself.
We could, in fact, show here thousands and thousands of
similar evidence that demonstrates the supreme effectiveness of Philip Savage as a Thanaturgist.
Let us, however, conclude with the healing of Mrs. G.,
who before being afflicted with a terrible disease in
February 1990, was a young 33-year-old mother and
professional athlete. Just after she had to undergo the
removal of a wisdom tooth, she became unable to speak
and hardly able to eat. Then her arms became paralyzed to
the point where she was totally unable to do anything in
her home by herself. She could no longer write and soon
she began to experience very serious respiratory troubles.
In spite of all kinds of examinations, the doctors could not
come up with any valid diagnosis and the unfortunate
patient was sent from one hospital to another. She was
unsuccessful with her examinations by the best medical
specialists, until one of the most reputed of them agreed to
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tell her that she had been stricken with Amiotropic Lateral
Sclerosis, an extremely rare and fatal disease for which
there was no treatment and nothing that doctors could
do.... The specialist told her she would be entirely
paralyzed within two years. But after seeing Philip Savage
on TV, Mrs. G. realized that everything wasn't lost yet. She
called Philip Savage, who immediately began to treat her.
After she had first experienced an indescribable sensation
of heat, she fell into some kind of extremely strange apathy.
She even lost consciousness and experienced powerful respiratory side-effects. But the next morning, she was totally
back to life. And month after month, her health condition
kept improving until she was eventually completely healed.
THE HOLY MAN

Between the intercedee and the Intercessor there is, of
course, an unbridgeable gap, especially from an ethical and
ontological perspective. Somehow, Philip Savage processes
directly and exclusively under the control of God Himself.
His mission is altruistic, even indeed, totally sacrificial. His
Intercession does not relate to his own volition nor to his
own ethical values. The Divine Force acts through him,
pure and simple. He is only the instrument of God.
Therefore, when a miracle has been accomplished, Philip
Savage cannot even explain what has truly happened. The
only thing he knows is that It Happened.
Some of those who consult him apply for his processing
on behalf of other people, to rescue an animal or other
generous purpose. But many who solicit his gift are only
motivated by revolting impulses of extreme selfishness.
Their materialistic greed onl y matches their ethical
unworthiness and they don't really deserve Philip Savage's
Intercessory Sacrifice. For those people, a compensation is
required. Since Philip Savage only Heals by God and for
God, what belongs to God must go back to God! Any
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sacred or magical ritual in all spiritual traditions requires a
sacrifice in return. This is a true universal principle. And in
good Justice, such sacrificial compensation ought to
overcome and transcend all the basic egocentric impulses....
These very causes of individual diseases for which Philip
Savage is solicited, only echo the morbid condition of our
planetary Organism: Earth Mother. Consequently, in
exchange for the mercy of God which they seek through
His Intercessor, the supplicants must give to God a
proportionate and substantial compensation. Since God is
Life, their donations have to go back to Nature, regarded
as sacred by Philip Savage, through him but not for him!
This is the way by which the Intercessor recycles and
redistributes to God all donations he receives on the
occasions of what forms his own religious practice.

PHILIP SAVAGE, THE "ALTRUISTIC
MISANTHROPIST"
The fact that the mission of Philip Savage is exclusively
altruistic and sacrificial does not make him a philanthropist
in the usual sense of the term. In fact, on account of his
crusade against the human cancer that endangers all Living
Things, he could be viewed, indeed, as a diehard
misanthropist. He knows that between God and Caesar man
always makes the wrong choice.
Man is siding with Prometheus (Lucifer), the thief and
usurper of Divine Light, whose depredations have turned
our Earth into the planet of the apes, who are now only
despicable profanators and pathetic puppets whose only
glory is to murder the Wolves, the Bears, the Eagles, the
Indians, the Aborigines, the Forests and the Mountains.
As a matter of fact, all of his miraculous healings
represent derogatory indulgences as to Divine Justice.
Therefore, it is only fair that they help Nature bloom again,
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Sacred Nature whom all the malignant subhumans of the
"survival of the misfittest" have so cruelly defiled
Hence, the creation of Philip Savage's own Organization: Doomsday - Judgment of God (so termed with Divine
Justice and Natural Retribution in mind).
Since Philip Savage's commitment is projected entirely
toward protecting and serving the Divine Natural Order, all
the donations sent to his Organization are redistributed to
his "Green Charity," to preserve and save all living things
from depredation. Such a crusade, entirely dedicated to
rescuing Nature by resorting to his unique Gift of working
miracles, is Philip Savage's mission on Earth, a divinely
inspired mission.

DOOMSDAY - JUDGMENT OF GOD
The name of this organization makes perfect sense. Back
in the Middle Ages, the "Ordeal/Urteil," also known as the
"Judgment of God," represented a primal and instinctive
form of Justice whose purpose was to establish the innocence or guilt of someone by incontrovertible means. It was
the proof before God and by God Himself; the ultimate
proof of the ultimate truth!
The goals of Philip Savage's Organization are multiple,
but their common denominator is to protect Nature against
its destroyer: The pseudo-human of our technological
civilization, the urban-man, contemptor of Life! There is no
longer any natural sanctuary that has not been contaminated
by such a cancer.
All the more reason for this Organization to support all
the people who still dare to fight for protecting our Mother
Earth and her Wildlife, Animals, Plants and Minerals, all
those living things who are now disappearing to the point
of quasi-annihilation. Philip Savage's organization forms
the last shield of the last natural Man, the few unfortunate
survivors of the former tribal humanity and those of us who
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still show religious respect for the Divine Natural Order
and do not hesitate to put their life on the line to do so.

Doomsday - Judgment of God is meant to serve and
protect all people who are persecuted, hunted down and
locked up by force in the corrals of our corrupt civilization.
The organization unconditionally defends what is left of
those surviving Lores and Traditions against the totalitarian
holocaust to come.
For instance, Philip Savage's Organization supports the
Mohawk People in Canada (one of the six Iroquois
Nations) whose ancestral and sacred graveyard has been
threatened to be destroyed and transformed into despicable
"golf links." ... Similarly, in the Pine Ridge (South Dakota)
Indian reservation, the Organization financed an "Indian
school" meant to counter Native acculturation: In this way,
Ph i l i p Sa va ge h o n o rs t h e Si o u x Pe op l e a n d t he ir
Heroes/Martyrs such as Red Cloud and Crazy Horse.

Doomsday - Judgment of God also finances the AntiVivisection league which fights against animal torture:
More than eight hundred million animals are tortured and
murdered throughout the world in one laboratory or
another. And who really cares about such unspeakable
abominations? This genocide is perpetra ted by sick
individuals who don't even deserve the title of scientists:
They who are used to making transplants of heads from
a p e s a n d d o gs. T he y wh o c on d u ct wh at t h e y c a ll
"experiments" of maternal love on female apes: To do so
they burn alive babies in the presence of their mothers who
desperately try to rescue them. Just to evaluate their
maternal feelings! Little kittens are also cremated alive in
microwave ovens. Apes are forced to smoke tobacco to
death. Rats, rabbits and all kinds of other animals are similarly sacrificed. Philip Savage tries to help the best he can
to end such sadistic tortures and purposeless experiments.
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His Organization has also initiated "Green Sahel"
operation in Niger (Africa) in order to fight against
starvation and desertification, so that eventually the local
populations may live in the modicum of dignity they
deserve. Dozens of similar projects are underway as well.
All of them have in common the rescuing of endangered
species threatened by the hydra of all alleged humanistic
sciences whose true purpose is the sheer annihilation of
Life, to destroy its sublime multiplicity in favor of
establishing a dead world of totalitarian standardization.
Doomsday - Judgment of God does not deal with the
many human ideologies or philosophies, seeing that sooner
or later, they will all collapse under their own contradictions. Their breakdown will also make technocratic man ...
history! Philip Savage does not have to save and rescue
such people. His mission as a Holy Man, as an Intercessor and as a Healer is not to help such destroyers
succeed in their sick dreams of "concentration camp"
civilization. In doing so he would contribute to further
depredations against the Divine Natural Order. Instead of
feeling part of it, as they should, such men only aspire to be
its usurpers, its murderers, its enemies and its tormentors.
Philip Savage's mission is ultimately to rescue as many
lives as he could (animal lives and human lives) but more
likely animal lives! His Powers, or more correctly, the
Grace of God by which he has been so assigned, emanates
directly from the Transcendental and Sacred dimension. As
he always emphasizes, Philip Savage feels he is only an
instrument, the Instrument of the Very Cosmic Order. His
duty is to fight without mercy against spiritual entropy.
Doomsday - Judgment of God epitomizes some kind of
Divine Immanent Justice, the Praetorian Guard of the
Natural Order which its members have sworn to protect and
to serve.
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PHILIP SAVAGE, THE CELTIC SHAMAN

The "Archeotherapy Project" in the North -Pole
(Greenland) undeniably represents the most wonderful
utopia, the very synthesis and the absolute culminating
point of Philip Savage and of his personal organization,
Doomsday - Judgment of God. It is, over there in the
sublime theater of such mythical Hyperborea, where Nature
itself oversteps its own culmination, that Philip Savage,
the very Celt, has returned home in Avalon. In here,
Merlin keeps the Myth a Reality.
In Greenland, he is part of a true pristine nature. He is
part of genuine aboriginal people, true Men of the
beginning, of a Humanity who had kept alive the secrets of
all things and of all energies. In such a place, Philip Savage
has elected to erect his "Fortress," his "Basis." In here still
live some true Men. They are parts of the most extreme and
awesome Natural Balance and didn't surrender yet to our
abnormal and schismatic civilization. Such an achievement
of Philip Savage forms a feat of unprecedented magnitude,
the perfect alchemical "Magnum Opus" by which the
Nietzschean transmutation of our Tables of Values could
eventually be accomplished!
In the Hyperborean Basis of Philip Savage one could at
last get rid of his civilized clutches, prostheses and
sicknesses. One can be brought back to his lost Natural
Harmony. The elected rare people he will elect to process
over there will have to become self-sufficient and hunt for
their own survival. To do so they will be taught by the Wild
Individuals of this True Humanity and guided on the
precious path of their ultimate salvation, this being the
supreme therapy, the supreme gift of Philip Savage to his
suffering human brethren, the plan by which we could start
to counterbalance the deepest sickness of our civilization
and its most morbid ontological and behavioral entropies.

